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Key Issues
Immediate and Longer Term

Immediate
1. Group Health Plan Mandates
2. Eligibility Rules
3. Administrative Requirements
4. Account-Based Health Plans 
5. New Fees
6. Retiree Health Plans 

Longer Term
7. More Administrative Requirements
8. Medicaid Expansion/Subsidies 
9. Free-Choice Voucher

10. Exchanges and Subsidies
11. Excise Tax
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Group Health Plan Mandates for New Plans

New Group Health Plans (not in existence on March 23, 2010) and 
plans that lose Grandfather status will face extensive new mandates, 
including the following:
• Rules on deductible maximums and out-of-pocket maximums
• Required coverage of preventive services with no cost-sharing
• Internal and external appeal process rules
• No prior authorization for ob-gyn visits
• Emergency care must have same payment in and out of network, and no prior 

authorization
• Nondiscrimination in both insured and self-insured plans under IRC 105(h)
• Coverage of treatment for those in clinical trials

These mandates will not apply to any plan that is “grandfathered”

None of the provisions of the Affordable 
Care Act apply to retiree only plans
LACERA and LACERS both are retiree only 
plans.  
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Assessing Benefits and Costs 
of the Retiree-Only Plan Exemption

HIPAA and ACA exemption for a plan that covers only retirees, 
“retiree only plan”

Benefits of taking the exemption
• Sponsor flexibility to adopt parts of ACA that meet retiree objectives and reject 

those that do not
• Exemption from MH/SD parity, HIPAA and future ACA regulations pertaining to 

employer benefits
– Exemption from reporting to individual via W-2 or other mandated forms
– Disclosure requirements to federal government
– Expanded appeals process for internal and external reviews – very complex
– Exposure to expedited participant litigation rights under claim and appeal regs
– Coverage of “essential benefits” (to be determined by HHS)

Potential disadvantages of exemption
• Retirees may be treated in a different manner under the law than actives
• Some participant rights are lost, but could be voluntarily extended
• Potential extra work of establishing a “retiree only plan”
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Requirements to Be Exempt as Retiree Only Plan

The rates for retirees must be separate financially from active rates 
(no subsidy of one group to the other)

There should be a separate contract of insurance, if the plans are 
insured

Insured plans should have a separate contract

Medicare Advantage plans are, by definition, exempt from the 
Affordable Care Act

Exemption extends to HIPAA and Mental Health Parity Act in 
addition to ACA
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Group Health Plan Mandates for Existing 
(Grandfathered) Plans

Retiree Only plans are excluded

Plans in existence on March 23, 2010 are 
grandfathered from many new mandates

Grandfathering applies for:
• Employees who are in the plan on March 23, 2010, 
• New hires, and 
• Family members

Collective Bargaining Delayed Effective Date:
• Based on “date” contract terminates
• Subject to different interpretations—check with legal 

counsel
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Group Health Plan Mandates for Grandfathered
Plans

What:
No annual or lifetime benefit dollar maximums on essential benefits 
(with limited exceptions for certain annual limits)
Dependent coverage extension to age 26 for those without other 
employer-sponsored coverage
Prohibits rescission (retroactive termination) except in employee 
fraud
Prohibits preexisting condition exclusions for children under age 19

When:
First plan year beginning six 
months after date of enactment 

July 1, 2011ALL Others
January 1, 2011UFLAC

Effective
Date:Plan:
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Group Health Plan Mandates for Grandfathered
Plans

What:

Uniform standards for certain benefits 
communications

When:

24 months after enactment

March 23, 2012ALL Others
March 23, 2012UFLAC

Effective
Date:Plan:
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Group Health Plan Mandates for Grandfathered
Plans Effective in 2014

What:
Without Exceptions - No annual benefit dollar maximums on 
essential benefits 
Without Regard to Other Employer Coverage - Dependent coverage 
extension to 26 
Including Over Age 19 - No preexisting condition exclusions
Prohibits waiting periods longer than 90 days

When:
Plan years beginning on or after 
January 1, 2014

July 1, 2014All Others
January 1, 2014UFLAC

Effective
Date:Plan:
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New Administrative Requirements

Employers will be required to disclose health benefit costs on the 
employee’s annual Form W-2 (deferred implementation)
• Form W-2s would need to be issued to retired members in 2013 quantifying the 

value of the coverage provided in 2012.

Employers may provide tax-free coverage to dependent children 
through the end of the year in which the child turns 26  (March 30, 
2010)

• Possible major issue for public sector to accommodate new 
line item on W-2. 

• May involve actuarial calculations on a per-participant basis.
• Need guidance on reporting for retirees. 
• Disclosure standards may require standardized language 

that requires complete revision of existing communications.

9
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Comparative Effectiveness Fee

What:

All plans (insured and self-insured) must pay a fee 
to fund comparative effectiveness research. 
(Patient-centered outcome research)

When and Amount:

First plan year ending after September 30, 2012—
$1.00 per average number of covered lives per 
year

2012 – 2019—$2.00 indexed

Sunsets in 2019

Comparative effectiveness is comparing two 
or more treatments for a given condition.
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Early Retiree Reinsurance Program

What:
Covers pre-Medicare retirees age 55 – Medicare eligible
Reimburses 80% of claims per retiree between $15,000 – $90,000 
Plans must use the reinsurance funds to lower retiree costs
Must have chronic care management programs (not yet defined)
$5 billion earmarked for this program to last until Exchanges begin 
operating in 2014

When:
Effective 90 days from enactment (June 21, 2010)

• Early retirees are a significant portion of public sector 
retiree population.

• Consider need to rate retirees separately from actives.
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Medicare Part D Changes

Medicare Part D coverage
• $250 rebate for beneficiaries who reach doughnut hole in 2010
• In 2011, discounts on brand-name and generic drugs in doughnut hole for retirees 

in a Prescription Drug Plan; Employer PDPs need more information
• Close doughnut hole by 2020

• Not clear yet how the 50% brand discount will work.
• May affect pass-through rebates on brand drugs.

• Most government entities are not taxable.
• Possible implications for plans that include for-profit business 

entities owned by government or higher education institution.

Part D Retiree Drug Subsidy (RDS) is taxable starting in 2013 
• For employer with a tax liability
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The Health Insurance Exchange—2014 

A new marketplace where individuals and small groups can choose 
from a menu of insurance products

Exchanges will be 
established by the states 

State Exchanges 
may allow large groups 
in Exchange by 2017
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Medicaid Expansion/Exchange Subsidies—2014 

Expansion of Medicaid to 133% of the Federal Poverty Level (FPL)
• More federal money toward Medicaid expansion to ease burden on states

Subsidies to individuals up to 400% of FPL
• More money to subsidize lower income individuals 

in the Exchange (in the form of a tax credit)
• Subsidies on a sliding scale based on income
• Subsidies will provide lower premiums 

and lower cost-sharing

Federal Poverty Level
• Single - $10,830 (400% = $43,320)
• Family of 4 - $22,050 (400% = $88,200)
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It’s Time to Re-evaluate Retiree Health Strategy

The Affordable Care Act of 2010 and Medicare Modernization 
Act of 2006 together create new opportunities to rethink 
retiree health benefits.

Medicare continues to expand (Part D and Part B coverage reducing gaps)

Medicare Advantage carrier reimbursement changes will force changes

Changes in Part D reimbursement reduce the amount of the Retiree Drug 
Subsidy (RDS)
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Medicare Continues to Expand

Medicare Coverage Gaps Decline

Medicare Part A typically covers over 
90% of inpatient expenses

Medicare Part B covers approximately 
75% of outpatient expenses
(excludes Rx)

Medicare Part D will eventually cover over 
67% of outpatient Rx expenses – 75% of 
generic costs

Out of pocket cost for average Medicare 
enrollee ($2,500 – $4,000 per year)
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Medicare Continues to Expand

Medicare Coverage Gaps Decline

2010 average Medicare Private Drug Plan premium—approximately $36 per month

In 2010, 79% of Medicare Advantage plans have a out-of-pocket spending limit for 
medical services (47% of all MA plans have a limit on out-of-pocket spending of 
$3,400 or less)

In 2011, Medicare Advantage plans are required to have 
an out-of-pocket spending limit for medical services, 
no greater than $6,700 for in-network services and 
$10,000 for out-of-network services.

In 2011, Medicare Advantage plans are 
required to cover 18 preventive services 
without cost sharing.

How much of the gap can you afford to cover?
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Medicare Advantage Plan Reimbursement 

Medicare Advantage Payment Rates Will Decline

Impact on plans favoring MA approach can be dramatic
• Higher premium rate increases
• Significant Plan Cuts
• MA only strategy may need to be revisited

Requires Medicare Advantage plans to disclose medical loss ratios. 
For plans with medical loss ratios below 85%, the provision requires 
rebates to beneficiaries.

Migration will likely occur as a result
• Currently, 11% of LAFPP members are enrolled in MA Plans
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Healthcare Reform Medicare Part D 
Key Changes continued

100% 93% 86% 79% 72% 65% 58% 51% 44% 37%
25%

7% 14% 21% 28% 35% 42% 49% 56% 63%
75%

2010* 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Paid by Enrollee Paid by Plan

COST SHARING FOR GENERIC DRUGS IN THE
MEDICARE PART D COVERAGE GAP, 2010–2020

* In 2010, participants reaching the coverage gap will receive $250 rebate.
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Future Topics to Consider

Wellness initiatives for seniors 

High deductible health plans for seniors

Whether to encourage retiree participation in the health insurance 
exchanges

Communications issues for the many developing options

Coordination with other retiree benefits 

Enrolling Retirees in Medicare and paying premium for those who do 
not participate
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Comparison of Key Elements of HRAs & HSAs

Subject to tax and 10% penalty (with certain 
exceptions)

Not allowedDistribution for Non-Medical 
Expenses (including Cash-Outs)

Fully vestedNot requiredFunding

Cannot be covered by another health plan 
which provides coverage for benefits covered 
under the HDHP.

NAOther eligibility requirements

Required; for 2010, annual deductible of not 
less than $1,200 (singles) $2,400 (family).  
Preventive care expense do not have to subject 
to the deductible.

Not requiredHigh deductible Health Plan 
(HDHP)

PermittedPermitted – Plan may cap amount of carry-
forward

Carry-Forward – can the money 
roll over from year to year?

Permitted

For 2010, maximum contribution is $3,050 
(single) $6,150 (family).  

Permitted subject to maximums (see below)

Employer and Employee (but no contributions 
for Medicare Eligible)

Employer or Individual

HSAs

Permitted – Plan may cap amount of carry-
forward

Set by employer

Not permitted – HRAs are exclusively 
employer funded

Employer only

Employer

HRAs

Carry-Forward – can the money 
roll over from year to year?

Maximum Contributions Level

Pre-Tax Salary Reduction

Who can Contribute

Who can create an account?

Plan Feature
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What an HRA can do for you

HRAs are a flexible tool to:

Reimburse current 
medical expenses not 
covered otherwise

Accumulate money to pay 
for COBRA and/or retiree 
health care

Receive cash-out from 
other programs, such as 
sick leave or vacation

Hold employer 
contributions for future 
use

Provide for surviving 
spouse and dependents
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HRA Coverage

Plan sponsor may set limits on HRA participation:
Collectively bargained employees and their dependents

May differ by bargaining unit

Withdrawal may be current expenses with a separate account for 
retiree medical expenses

Plan document embraces provisions of MOU

May be used to receive redemption of sick leave at retirement or
other benefits

Portable in that balances may be withdrawn according to rules set in 
the plan design
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Plan Design Considerations

Design depends on objectives

If intent is to supplement current 
health coverage, HRAs may be 
offered as an additional option to 
cover out-of-pocket expenses that 
are not currently covered by any 
other health plan. 

If intent is to accumulate funds for 
retiree medical expenses, HRA 
may receive sick leave or 
vacation cash-out, special 
contributions at retirement or 
prefunded defined contribution 
from employer
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Special Retiree HRA Considerations 

Eligibility rules for benefits 
during retirement may be tied 
to eligibility for pension from 
related plan or length of 
service (e.g., 10 years 
credited service).  May also 
refer to age after separation.
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